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Abstract. A discussion of linear dynamics and nonlinear evolution of
modes belonging to the shear Alfvhn branch is presented. Attention is
focused to the modes which exist near the gap of the continuous spectrum. A discussion of the relative importance of mode-mode coupling,
E x B trapping and stochastic losses is also presented.

I Introduction
Discrete modes can exist,’ called toroidal A&& eigenmodes (TAE), in the gap of
the continuous shear Alfvhn ‘spectrum, produced by the poloidal variation of the
equilibrium associated to the effect of toroidicity? They can be destabilized by the
resonant interaction with the 01 particles since the Alfvb frequency is of the order of
the a-particle transit frequency: for typical parameters of an ignited plasma.
The TAE stability is a result of the competition among several effects. The transit resonance with the bull-ions plays a strongly stabilizing role in the plasma core4
and trapped electron collisional effects5 may be important in the outer part of the
discharge. Meanwhile, the a-particle drive is localized around the region of the maximum a-density gradient. Thus, the mode stability strongly depends on the radial
mode localization which can be determined only by solving the fully Z D eigenvalue
Furthermore, for realistic parameters, the effect of the drive and damping
terms cannot be treated perturbatively and should be considered at the same order at
which toroidicity is important. A nonperturbative, fully 2-D analysis of the gap mode
stability has been presented in Ref. [9]using a recently proposed theory of toroidal
Alfvh modes. In the present paper, we will discuss the behaviour of the Alfvhn spectrum for different toroidal mode numbers and ITER-like equilibria. A preliminary
investigation of this problem, using perturbation theory in the drive and damping
terms, has.been presented in Ref. [ll].
Early investigations of TAE-induced losses,’* have shown that losses can be significant at very low mode amplitude. Since the mode is radially localized, the particle
drift is large only close to the gap region, unless the threshold for orbit stochasticity is exceeded. In order to understand whether the nonlinear evolution of TAE
finally results in mode saturation, stochastic losses or bursts similar to fishbones, the
problem of nonlinear TAE evolution has received increasing attention. The nonlinear
evolution can be dominated by mode-mode c o ~ p l i i g ’ ~orJ ~by the energetic particles
nonlinearitie~.’~In the former case, saturation is due to the occurrence of a “singular”
perturbation to the nonlinear mode structure which dissipates energy on very short
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scale. In the latter case, saturation is due to the reduction in the mode drive, because
a number of resonant particles become trapped in the wave and, on average, do not
exchange energy with the mode. In this paper; a discussion of the relative importance
of the two different nonlinear saturation mechanisms for TAE modes is given.
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section I1 the linear gapmode stability
is discussed. In Section III the problem of nonlinear saturation due to mod*mode
coupling is analyzed. The saturation mechanism associated to the energetic particle nonlinearity is presented in Section Iv. Section V is devoted to the problem of
stochastic losses. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.

11 Linear gap mode stability
Since the most unstable modes correspond to moderately high toroidal mode numbers
n, a stability analysis can be properly addressed in the context of the ballooning
mode formalism. The global mode structure can then be modeled as a superposition
of identical poloidal harmonics, characterized by a scale length of the order of the
separation l/nq’ between neighboring rational surfaces, and modulated by a global
envelope A(r), varying on the equilibrium scales. Since the “fast” scale length which
characterizes each harmonics and the “slow” scale length of the envelope are weJl
separated, the eigenvalue problem can be solvedin two steps on the basis of asymptotic
theory: &st, the structure of each harmonic is determined; second, the global envelope
function is found. The structure of each haslllonic is obtained by solving the 1-D local
eigenvalue problem along the field lines. This leads t o a “local” dispersion relation
F(w, r, 0,) = 0, with 6’k being the radial wave vector associated with the slow envelope
variation. The function A(r) is determined at the next order in two-scale asymptotic
expansion, by considering the radial variation of the equilibrium profiles. It has been
shown- that the radial eigenmode problem, solved with WKB techniques, leads to
the following equation for the global eigenvalue

-.
Here, &(r) is implicitly defined by the local dispersion relation F ( w , r, B k ) = 0 and
are the (complex) WKB turning points, d e h e d by the condition aF/OlJk = 0.
By symmetry considerations, it can be shown that the turning points correspond to
Bk = Sr’, with
= 0 or
= ?r because of the poloidal periodicity of the plasma
equilibrium. Furthermore, in Eq.(l) I is the radial mode number, ET = 1if &(VI) = 0
and ET = -1 if &(rl) = ?r and p = 1/2 if the two turning points correspond to the
same Or’ whereas p = 0 if they correspond to different 6iT)values.
Thus, in the present approach, all the complexity of the description is contained
in the derivation of the function F(w,r,&). The local dispersion function F is obtained by solving the MHD equations, with the contribution of the energetic particles
entering in the pressure tensor and being determined from the solution of the drift
kinetic equation? Since a complete discussio~iof the derivation of the local dispersion
relation is outside the scope of this review, we will simply list the assumptions made
in the analysis presented in Ref. [9,10].
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The most important approximation is the use of an asymptotic expansion in the
local inverse aspect ratio E . Due to the existence of a smallness parameter e, the ‘‘fast”
radial variation (on the scale l/nq’) of a generic poloidal harmonic, in which the mode
is decomposed, is further subdivided into two-scale-length structures: a typical scale
of the order a / n far from the gap location, with a being the minor radius, and a scale
ca/n in the gap region, where toroidal coupling is effective and causes a forbidden
frequency gap to exist in the local shear A l f v k continuum. Even though the large
aspect ratio expansion is a poor approximation for realistic equilibria, the qualitative
behaviour of the Alfvh spectrum is correctly reproduced.
Finite-beta corrections are fully accounted for. These terms are very important
since they may shift the mode frequency into the lower shear Alfvh continumn, as
shown in Ref. [7]. For realistic ITER parameters, the Alfvbn spectrum corresponds
indeed to modes which are almost entirely located in the continuum. In order to
determine the bulk-plasma beta effect, a model circular equilibrium with shifted flux
surfaces (the conventional ($,(I) model) is employed.
Modes located in the continuum are singular in the ideal MHD limit. To remove
the singularity, non ideal effects such as finite thermal-ion Larmor-radius (FLR) corrections must be retained. Since these terms are important only near the singular
points, their effect can be retained only in the gap region. They modify the continuous shear-Alfvk spectrum into a spectrum of discrete modes (KTAE) with a
typical frequency separation of the order 6 w K T A E / w AM ksp;s/e3I2, with ko being the
poloidal wavevector, p; the ion Larmor radius and OJA the Alfvh frequency. The associated eigenfunctions are radially localized, with a typical mode width of the order
<akep;/e’/’ (M O.la for ITER parameters and n M lo), as shown in Ref. [lo]. Thus, in
addition to the TAE branch, also its kinetic counterpart (the KTAE“) is described
by EqO).
In the present analysis, drive and damping terms are treated non-perturbatively.
This allows to investigate the stability of a branch of forced plasma oscillations which
would not exist in the absence of energetic particles: the energetic-particle continuum
modes (EPM).”*” The EPM excitation is similar to the n = 1 fishbone mode.’* Its
frequency is related to the transit frequency of the energetic particles, rather than to
the A l f v h frequency characteristic of the MHD modes. As shown in Ref. [lo], the
EPM is the analytic continuation of the KTAE at large values of the a-particle drive.
These modes are characterized by a growth rate larger than 6wKTAE.Thus, in this
respect, their behaviour is described by the ideal MHD equations, and they see the
discrete KTAE spectrum as an ideal continuum.
Energetic-particlefinite-orbit corrections are accounted for by considering two different limits. If the orbit width is comparable with or smaller than the gap width
(keph << e, 4 t h p h the energetic-particle Larmor radius), the energetic particle contribution is located in the gap region. For shorter wavelengths, instead, the energetic
particle contribution mainly comes from the region outside the gap. Thus, the linear
growth-rate may be expected to linearly increase with n until the condition k@h e
is satisfied. For larger toroidal mode numbers, the growth-rate is independent of n
and, for kephz 1, the growth-rate decreases BS n-3, as shown in Ref. [10,17].
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Equation (1) is diflicdt to handle analytically in order to derive mode frequency
and radial envelope function. Thus,for a full two-dimensional global stability analysis
which uses Eq. (l), a numerical code has been developed: which determines the
"Stokes structure" of the complex r-plane associated to the local dispersion function,
and then finds global frequency spectra.
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Figure 1. Radial location of the tuning
points and real frequency. The considered
toroidal mode numbers are n = 10 (solid
lines) and n = 20 (dashed lines). The dotted area is the Alfven continuum. Few radial
mode numbers I are indicated. Also an unstable EPM (with n = 10 and I = 0) corresponding to a drive with $E = 2 is shown.
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Figure 2. Real (solid curve) and imaginary
(dashed curve) part of the envelope A(r) of
the various poloidal harmonics corresponding
to a TAE eigenfunction with n = 10 and I =
0 is shown. Here the bulk plasma has p =
0 and the real frequency, normalized to the
Alfvgn frequency in the center, is w ~ / w a o=
0.385.

In the following we will consider applications to ITER-like parameters. The aparticle density n, is evaluated from the condition n, =< uv > 7&~/4T,d, l l =~
n./2, with T d ( 8 ) = 1.2 x 10-2T.(~eV)3/2/n,(1020m-3).
The equilibrium proiiles are
given by ne = n,(l - r 2 / a 2 p ,T = To(l- r 2 / a 2 p ,yielding p , = pmo(l- r2/a2)01h,
with a h = a, 3 . 5 a ~ ,To= 20keV, n, = 1.5 x 1020mm-3,
a, = 0.5 and (YT = 1.
The Alfven spectrum is shown in Fig.1 for a case in which drive and Landau damping terms have been neglected. The dotted i:egiOns indicate the Alfven continuum.
The thidc lines connect the projections onto the real axis.of the (complex) turning
points, thus showing the radial localization of the modes. The considered toroidal
mode numbers axe n = 10 and n = 20. A dense spectrum of KTAE and mixed
TAE/KTAE modes, corresponding to different radial mode numbers I , axe shown.
These modes suffer a considerable damping, in the absence of an &particle drive,
because of Iinite ion Larmor radius effects. In Fig.1 also an unstable EPM is shown
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(with n = 10 and I = 0) with a drive corresponding to ,& = @E/@=,o = 2, where PE is
the energetic-(m)-particle beta and
U 0.015 corresponds to the central a-particle
beta of the reference ITER scenario (note that because of the strong dependence of
@E on the bulk-plasma temperature, a 20% increase in the bulk plasma temperature
is sufficient to rise @E by a factor 2).
The envelope A(?) of the M l i o u s poloidal harmonics corresponding to a TAE
eigenfunction is shown in Fig.2. In this case, n = 10, 1 = 0 and p = 0 has been
assumed for the bulk-plasma. As the bulk-plasma @ increases, the mode, whose real
frequency for p = 0 lies inside the Alfv6n continuum gap, is shifted toward the lower
continuum, becoming a mixed TAE/KTAE mode, as the ones shown if Fig.1. These
modes are more localized along the minor radius than a pure TAE.
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Figure 3. Growth-rate 7 , normalied to the
Alfvhn frequency in the center WAO, for EPM
with I = 0 and n = 10,15,20 vs. the energetic particle drive BE.

Figure 4. Growth-rate 7 , normalied to the
Alfvhn frequency in the center W A O , for EPM
with I = 0 vs. n. Two different values of the
energetic particle drive
are considered.

The stability of an EPM mode as @E increases is shown in Fig.3. The considered
modes have 1 = 0 and n = 10,15,20. The real frequency of the modes is strongly
modified as @E increases, shifting the real frequency of the mode from the gap to the
lower continuum. The threshold for instability is close to $8 = 1.25 for n = 10 and
increases with increasing toroidal mode number (see Fig.4).
Rom the above considerations the following scenario emerges. On ITER, pure
TAE modes will be absent in a large portion of the discharge due to finite-@effects,
although, close to the magnetic axis where sz < e it has been recently shown that
core localized TAE modes may exist.lg Thus, only radially localized KTAE will be
present. However, at large 0-particle beta (e.g. 20% larger than the reference ITER
d u e for n = IO), the relemnt instability is the EPM.
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I11 Nonlinear saturation due to mode+node coupling
The problem of nonlinear saturation due to mode-mode coupling has been investigated in Ref. [14], where it has been shown that mode saturation is due to nonlinear
ion Compton scattering, and in Ref. [13]. In the latter case, the plasma dynamics is
assumed to be described by the reduced O(2)MHD equations with the perpendicular
velocity VL (R2/Ro)VUx VC and the magnetic field B E R,V@ x 06 R,B,VC.
Let us consider two harmonics (m,n) and (m, 1,n) of a TAE eigenfunction, interacting at the gap location r = ro where q(ro)= (2m 1)/2n. It has been shown in
Ref. 1131 that the dynamics of the two harmonies in the gap region is described, in
the high-n limit, by the following system

+

+

+

- ir, - 4ira: - 2sx) aru + aZv - c, - 4 8 , ~iaZ~i2
=o
(G - G~- ir, - 4i& + 2sx) arv c azu - c, - 4arVia,ui2 = o .
(G -

(2)

Here, G = ~W/(E.W,,), CO = 2/e,, p = m2q/(w,r:<), q is the plasma resistivity,
s = roqL/qois the magnetic shear, eo =~2A’tr,/R,, with A’being the derivative of the
Shafmnov shift, w, is the Alfvenfrequency at the gap center and x e 2 m ( ~ - r ~ ) / ( r ~ c ~ ) .
Furthermore, U(.)
and ~ ( x are
) the (m,n) and ( m 1,n) Fourier components of the
and the two quantities C,
stream function U normalized to 77;’ = (2/e.)3~2(m2/w.r,”)
and C, are obtained from the dissipationless finear cylindrical equations outside the
gap region and are, at the lowest order, proportional to the mode amplitude A. The
system Eqs.(2) together with the boundary conditions U,V + 0 as 1x1 + CO, defines
an eigenvalue problem, with the eigenvalue being the (nonlinear) frequency w. The
condition Im[w(A)]= 0 defines the saturation.value of the mode amplitude A.
Let us consider fist the liiear limit by neglecting the cubic nonlinearities in
Eqs.(2). If the TAE mode is not close to the gap boundary, its dynamics is weakly
affected, by the presence of dissipation during the linear ‘phase. Thus, the mode will
grow in time at a rate determined by the or-particle drive, which, in the above equation, is modelled by a constant term re.Note that, in linear theory, the shear Alfvbn
continuum is determined by the vanishing of the Jacobian of the Eqs.(2), yielding, in
the absence of a-particle drive,

+

i j - C o = f [ l + 4 s2z 2]

112

,

(3)
with the continuum accumulation points at G -CO = f l .
The nonlineas interaction of the (m,n)and (m 1,n) harmonics produces (1,O)
and (2m 1,2n) beat components which can be explicitly evaluated and originate
the cubic nonliiear terms in Eqs.(2). Let us assume that dissipation continues to be
negligible also in the nonlinear phase. Equations (2), then, are a system of nonlinear
algebraic equations in the two unknowns aru and a,v which can be solved as long
as the Jacobian J of the system continues to be different from zero over the entire x
domain, with J given by

+

+

J = [bW- 2sz - 4(a,V)2][sw + 25s - 4(azu)2]- [I - sa,ua,v]2 ,

(4)
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where SD

= D - D o - ir, is a real quantity.
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Figure 5 . Nonlinear eigenfunction for various amplitude. Saturation occurs at C, =
-0.074.
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Figure 6 . Saturation amplitude vs. nonlinear eigenfrequency.

However, as the amplitude increases, the nonlinear modification to J becomes
important and, as a critical threshold for the mode amplitude is approached, the
Jacobian tends to vanish and the mode structure tends to develop a singularity in
the form of a cusp ~ o i n t , ' ~
as shown in Fig.5. In such a situation, the assumption
of small resistive dissipation effects, which has been made above, becomes invalid.
The local mode structure will change, since very small scales get excited nonlinearly.
The damping due to resistive dissipation is then expected to rapidly increase above
the linear estimate, and nonlinear mode saturation occurs when the mode drive is
balanced by the nonlinear damping. This picture for the TAE saturation has been
verified using a numerical code which solves the nonlinear reduced MHD equations.
For the case n = 1, m = 1,2 and a model equilibrium q = q(0) t (q(a) q(O))(r/a)', q(0) = 1.1 and q(a) = 1.9, it is possible to show that saturation ocN 2.21 x 10-Z(a/R0)5/2.Thus, a simple estimate for the mode
curs for ~6E,l,l(ro)/Bo~
saturation amplitude is

with c. being a function of the distance of the nonlinear mode frequency from the gap
boundary and, for the considered q-profde, of the order c, 4 2.21 x lo-'.
It is clear, from this simple picture of the saturation due to mode-mode coupling,
that such a mechanism is more important €or eigenmodes with a narrow structure
already in the linear phase, i.e. with a frequency close to the Alfvh continuum.
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This is shown in Fig.6, where the saturated amplitude of the m = 1 harmonic of a
n = 1 a TAE eigenfunction is shown as a function of the nonlinear mode frequency.

As the frequency approaches the gap boundary, the mode structure in the gap region
becomes narrower and a lower amplitude is required in order to excite the short scales
which produce dissipation. Thus, we can expect such a mechanism to be important,
in principle, also for KTAE modes which are located in the A b & corrtinuum. The
nonlinear saturation of EPM is still to be explored, even though we may expect to be
similar to the nonlinear saturation of fishbones.

rV Energetic particles nonlinearity

Icll(~)t~11s

The resonant energetic particles are those sa1;isfying Iw YL, where YL is
the linear mode drive. The particles in resonitnee with the wave are thus contained
within a distance ATRfrom the flux surface T,, where the mode is localized

The number of resonant particles trapped in the TAE wave can be obtained from
the particles equation of motion U? = i. = vll(GB,/B) c6E x b . V T / B ,yielding

+

+

Now, the resonance condition for energetic particles is w = kllvll kL . VD, where
VD = -vD,(sinWT+rcosW8) is the particles magnetic drift, VD. = (v3%fv;j)/Rwc,
wc is the cyclotron frequency and (r, 8, I ) is a right-handed toroidal coordinate system,
with C being the toroidal angle. From the above equation it is possible to show that
trapped particles oscillate within a distance AT= such that

from the surface T , . ~Since
~
particles which are trapped in the wave do not exchange,
on average, energy with the mode, we may expect that nonlinear saturation occurs if
AT& ATR.Thus, the amplitude at which significant trapping occurs can be roughly
estimated as

In order to understand the relative importance of this mechanism with respect to
mode-mode coupling, let us assume as a typical saturation level for the TAE mode the
value given in Eq.(5), obtained in the previous section and valid for a mode frequency
not too close to the gap boundary. The condition for neglecting energetic particles
nonliiearities reads
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Here, Ph is the energetic partides Lannor radius. Taking r . . / p h = 30 and e, = (1/3)
as typical values, the condition on the line& mode drive to neglect energetic particles
nonlinearities is y ~ / w k3 x lo-' for m = 1. This result suggest that the stronger the
linear drive, the more relevant the effect of fluid nonlinearities may be.13
In order to check the validity of these arguments we have performed particle
simulations of the nonlinear saturation of the mode. A gyrokinetic codeZois used
to compute the nonlinear response of an energetic-particle population to a TAElike electromagnetic perturbation. We consider fluctuating potentials of the form
fm,n(r,
t ) = A ( t )exp(-iwt) fOm,+(r),
where w = w - - i Y d , wT is the (&xed) real frequency
of the perturbation, yd is a s m d damping (representative of the several damping
mechanisms not considered in detail in these simulations) and the amplitude A ( t ) is
evolved in time according to
dA
- = ^INLA.
(8)
dt
Here, Y N L takes into account the energetic-particle nonlinear response and is computed
at each time step in terms of the energetic-particle contribution to the potential energy
~ W and
K of the plasma kinetic energy K M ,as4

4

where 63is the (normalized) energetic-particle perturbed pressure, the (normalized)
scalar fluctuating potential, and v h , mh, and nm are respectively the thermal velocity,
the mass and the on-axis density of the energetic particles. Moreover, V A is the A&&
velocity, whereas m; and noare the bulk-ion mass and density respectively.
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Figure 7. Nonlinear drive, normalied to
TA E R/uA,as a function of the amplitude of
the mode for a typical particle simulation.

Figure 8 . Saturation amplitude,of the m =
1,n = 1 harmonic, vs. linear growth rate.
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Note that the influence of the energetic particles on the spatial structure of the
perturbation as well as on its real frequency is neglected. Similar simulations of the
TAE nonlinear dynamics have been made in Ref. [21].
The saturation level strongly depends on the (unknown) dependence of y , v ~on
the amplitude A. Figure 7 shows such dependence, as resulting from a simulation
with a spatial grid of N, x No x Nv = 64 x 16 x 8 cells and an average number of 64
particles per cell, and the following choice of the parameters: a/& = 0.1, UJ,/VA = 1,
nbO/no= 0.02, mh/m; = 2, p h / a = 0.01, w, = -(1/3)v~/&, yi! = O.Olva/&. An
energetic-particle density profile n h ( ~ )= nhOexp [- ( T ' / L ~ ) ,~with
" ] a, = 2 and
a2/L: = 2, has been assumed. The amplitude at saturation is shown in Fig.8 vs y ~ .
Note that at large y~ a departure from the quadratic behaviour is observed.

V

Stochastic losses

So far, the problem of the relative importance of energetic particles nonlinearities vs.
mode-mode coupling effects has been considered. The hence derived result indicates
generally comparable saturation levels for both mechanisms, the latter being more
important for strong linear drive. In general, it is possible to embrace both results
assuming that the mode saturates when the trapped (in the TAE wave) particles
deviation from the reference flux surface ATT/T,,as given by Eq. (6), satisfies the
condition

K being a numerical factor. Clearly, for K = 1the saturation is likely due to particles
nonlinearities, while, for K >> 1 the saturation mechanism is due to mode-mode
coupling. Equation (10) is a criterion for the mode saturation based on the island
width of the perturbed particle orbits and independent of the specific saturation
mechanism.
Equation (10) may be used to derive a condition for the transition to stochastic
particle orbits, independent of the considered saturation mechanism. Assume that
the radial cross section of the torus, of minor 'radiusa, is m e d by TAE turbulence
with assigned spectmm in poloidal and toroidal mode numbers (m,n). Each ( m ,n)
harmonic generates a small island of width JT,,,,,, in the particle trajectory. The
transition to stochastic orbits is expected to #occurwhen

From Eq. (lo), it is possible to estimate ST,,,, x (yL/w)(a/Kms). Thus, the above
condition for stochasticity becomes

The summation in (m,n) can be carried out explicitly noting that, for each toroidal
mode number n, approximately nq(r,)e,pohidal harmonics are excited around the

Evolution of alpha-particle driven gap modes
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central mode number m, = nq(r,) in the high-n lik1it.61~Furthermore, the energetic
particle drive Th, as a function of the mode number, is conveniently modeled as
TA N (n/nl)y, (yoN PAW),for n < nl (721 = % a / q ( T o ) P h ) ; 7 h N %,for n, < n < n2
(nZ = a/q(To)ph); and 'yh N 70(nz/n)2, for n > n2?' The net drive y~ = yh - yd is
obtained assuming a constant background dissipation y,j, independent of the mode
number. In the m summation, the net drive may be assumed constant. Therefore,
performing the summation in Eq. (11)for TL > 0, one obtains

Here, nt E nl(7d/%) and n, E nz(70/7d)1/3are the lower and upper cut-offs in the
mode number summation, at which 7~ = 0. Equation (12) gives a threshold in the
linear mode drive for the transition to stochastic particle orbits, which is independent
of the particular considered saturation mechanism. The threshold in the linear mode
drive is equivalent to a threshold in the energetic particles P h , which typically reads

This condition may be difficult to be satisfied, except for particularly low values of
K . Taking e.g. ITER parameters, P h M 5.4 x
and R,ph/a2 U 1.5 x 10W2.Thus,
stochastic losses are unlikely to occur.
The above estimate for the onset of stochastic losses should be compared with
the estimate for a single toroidal harmonic n given in Ref. [22] Ph> 1/[20q5/2n'/2] .
Stochastic losses have been observed in Ref. [12] for 6B,/B z
in a simulation
where a n = 1 linear eigenfunction was taken, with m ranging between m = 1 and
m = 3. Wrther developm'ents are needed in order to draw definitive conclusions.

VI

Conclusions

In the present paper a review of the linear and nonlinear dynamics of modes belonging
to the shear Alfvkn branch has ben presented. On the basis of h e a r theory and taking
the parameters of a reference ITER scenario, TAE is stable or close to marginal
stability over a large portion of the discharge (with the possible exception of the low
shear region where core localized TAE modes can exist"). Finite beta effects axe
crucial in causing the mode to strongly interact with the lower continuum. The radial
eigenmode analysis predicts very localized KTAE eigenfunctions. The most important
instability should be the energetic particle mode.
Saturation mechanisms associated to mode-mode coupling may be particularly
important if the radial mode width is narrow, as in the case of modes close to the
gap boundary or inside the continuum. Saturation due to phase space trapping leads
to values for the saturated amplitude comparable to those obtained in the case of
mode-mode coupling. The saturated amplitude increases with the linear growth-rate.
Thus, we expect that mode-mode coupling will be more effectivefor the most unstable
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modes. An estimate for t h e onset of stochastic losses has been also given. For typical
ITER parameters this kind of loss mechanism is unlikely t o occur.
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